
                                            
           

       P
rotecting marine wildlife

look What’S iNSide!
4   free classroom poster
4  National standards for the “Beneath the Waves” curriculum
4  information about teaching ocean literacy
4  Background information on “the living oceans”
4  Background information on whales, “the Giants of the Sea”
4  how Whales measure up: a math and science activity
4  how Whales find food: a science activity
4  an opportunity to win a trip to study sea turtles!

&poster   
activities
GradeS 3-4

Supported by:  AnimAl reScue  •  AnimAl welfAre truSt  •  gerAldine r. dodge foundAtion  •  eArthwAtch inStitute  •  foundAtion m  •  tropicAl SeAS  •  wAllAce genetic foundAtion, inc.

“join me  
and ifaW  
in taking 
action for 
animals.”

-Leonardo 
dicaprio

Beneath theWaves
Beneath theWaves
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NatioNal StaNdardS & BeNchmarkS for GradeS 3-4
Science

leSSoN NumBer
1 2 3

Knows that living organisms have distinct structures and body systems that serve specific functions 
in growth, survival, and reproduction a

  
a 

Knows different ways in which living things can be grouped and purposes of different groupings a

Knows the organization of simple food chains and food webs a

Knows that the behavior of individual organisms is influenced by internal cues (e.g., hunger) and 
external cues (e.g., changes in the environment), and that organisms have senses that help them to 
detect these cues

a

Knows that all organisms (including humans) cause changes in their environments, and these 
changes can be beneficial or detrimental. a

mathematics
Selects and uses appropriate tools for given measurement situations (e.g., rulers for length, 
measuring cups for capacity, protractors for angle) a

language arts
Uses reading skills and strategies to understand a variety of informational texts a

Knows the defining characteristics of a variety of informational texts a

Uses text organizers to determine the main ideas and to locate information in a text a

Writes personal letters (e.g., includes the date, address, greeting, body, and closing; includes 
signature) a

SourceS: Mcrel (Mid-continent reSearch for edUcation and learning)
thiS prograM WaS evalUated by ScholaStic and ifaW

Cert no. SW-COC-2082

    Watch the dVd
don’t miss the accompanying “beneath the Waves” dvd and quiz, included in this packet, which cover the materials 
in this booklet plus more amazing facts about marine life. 

about ifaW
With more than 1.5 million supporters worldwide, the international fund for animal Welfare works from offices 
in 16 countries to protect animals and our shared environment around the globe. the ifaW team of word-class 
scientists and local program staff are uniquely positioned to deliver practical, sustainable solutions to pressing 
global and local conservation challenges. all our efforts are rooted in the belief that the fate and future of animals is 
inextricably linked to our own.  



Our ocean is one of the oldest and most 
important resources on this planet. Half of 
the water in the ocean today was inside Earth 
when it was formed 4.5 billion years ago. As 
the planet cooled, steam was released, causing 

the longest rainstorm ever, lasting for thousands of years.
The ocean covers 70 per cent of our planet and it conceals 

Earth’s highest peaks and deepest valleys. The ocean is 
thought to be the source of life on Earth and even of most 
of the oxygen in the atmosphere. All the major watersheds 
drain to the ocean which, in turn, supplies freshwater  
(most rain comes from the ocean). Vital to regulating 
our weather and climate, the ocean absorbs, stores and 
moves vast amounts of heat, carbon and water. The Ocean 
Conveyor is the largest and most crucial of the ocean system 
of currents; it takes about a thousand years to go round the 
world. When this current failed 250 million years ago, more 
than 90% of life was wiped out.

The ocean is home to an incredible collection of plants 
and animals. The animals range from microscopic plankton 
to the world’s largest creature—the blue whale. There are 
nearly as many different species of fish in the seas as there 
are land animals and birds combined—about 14,000.

But the smallest creatures can be the most important. 
Phyto-plankton are no more than the size of a pinhead,  
but they provide half the oxygen in the world.

Marine animals belong to three groups—drifters 
(zooplankton), bottom dwellers (benthos) and free swimmers 
(nekton). Drifters include jellyfish, while lobsters and 

starfish are among the bottom dwellers. The free swimmers 
range from eels and other fish to whales and dolphins.

All these animals are now at risk. Although the ocean has 
existed for billions of years, as we enter the 21st century, it 
faces its greatest threats, including pollution, hunting, over-
fishing and global warming. The ocean and the vast array  
of marine wildlife it contains need protecting now more 
than ever.

The Living Ocean

teach ocean literacy
the ocean is not only rich with life—it also 
provides the perfect lens for covering material in 
science, math, language arts and more. Use these 
materials to incorporate the following essential 
principles of ocean literacy into your classroom: 
1.  earth has one big ocean with many features. 
2.  the ocean and life in the ocean shape  

the features of earth.
3.  the ocean is a major influence on climate.
4.  the ocean makes earth habitable.
5.  the ocean supports a great diversity of life and 

ecosystems.
6.  the ocean and humans are inextricably linked.
7.  the ocean is largely unexplored.
to learn more about ocean literacy,  
visit http://www.coexploration.org/oceanliteracy



Whales are extraordinary 
creatures, highly intelligent, 
curious and gentle. They are 
the largest animals that have 

ever lived and among the oldest: their 
mammal ancestors left dry land to live 
in the sea more than 50 million years 
ago. They are found in every ocean and 
in five of the world’s largest rivers.

threats to Whales
Yet, these gentle giants face more threats 
than ever before: pollution, a maze 
of shipping traffic, and, even today, 
commercial whaling. 

Pollution such as plastic or chemicals 
is a serious threat to many species. For 
some endangered species, survival is 
threatened by entanglement in lobster 
pot lines and other fishing gear. More
recently, noise pollution has been 
identified as an important issue.

finding Solutions
For a number of years, IFAW scientists 
have studied the North Atlantic right 

whale, which lives off the eastern coast 
of North America. This is one of the
world’s most endangered whales; only 
about 350 remain. The main threats 
right whales face are being hit by ships 
or getting tangled in fishing gear.
Scientists on the IFAW research vessel, 
Song of the Whale, have helped to solve 
the problem by using acoustic buoys 
to listen for and locate the whales, 
providing information for ships to 
reduce the number of collisions. IFAW 
is also working to replace lobster pot 
lines with more whale-friendly gear.

Beach rescues
IFAW is also working to protect 
whales from mass strandings, when 
large numbers come ashore and beach 
together. When the team discovers a 
group of whales swimming close to 
shore, they take to the water in small 
boats. They place acoustic devices called 
‘pingers’ in the water which produce 
harmless, but annoying, high frequency 
noises that drive the animals away from 
shore and back to sea.

One of the most 
crucial steps in 
protecting the ocean 
and marine wildlife is 
life-saving discoveries 
that protect whales. 
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1. how whales 
measure up
Whales come in all shapes and sizes, from the relatively 
small pygmy whale to the great blue whale. In this activ-
ity, students will learn about the many different species of 
whales, and how their sizes compare.
What students will learn
This activity meets the following math and science 
standards:
n Knows that living organisms have distinct structures 
and body systems that serve specific functions in growth, 
survival, and reproduction
n Knows different ways in which living things can be 
grouped and purposes of different groupings
n Selects and uses appropriate tools for given measurement 
situations (e.g., rulers for length, measuring cups for 
capacity, protractors for angle)

What you need
n Student Reproducible: Compare Whales and Fish
n 100 feet of string or rope
n Tape measure
n Index cards
n Tape
n Markers

What to do
n Begin by sharing some basic facts about the similarities 
and differences between whales and fish. For instance, 
whales are mammals and they have hair and nurse their 
babies. Fish lay eggs and have scaly skin. Whales are warm-
blooded; fish are cold-blooded. Do students know any other 
differences? Ask them to share.
n Distribute the Compare Whales and Fish Student 
Reproducible. Help students to cut out the whale and fish 
facts and paste them into the appropriate section on the 
Venn diagram. 
n Next, see how big whales really are! Share these average 
lengths of species: pygmy whale (20 feet), gray whale (40 
feet), humpback whale (50 feet), right whale (55 feet), fin 
whale (85 feet) and blue whale (100 feet). Write the lengths 
and names of each species on a separate index card.
n Gather in a large space, such as the hallway, gym, or 
schoolyard. Stretch the string or rope flat on the ground.
n Have small groups take turns measuring the lengths of 
different whale species using the tape measure. Tape the 
index cards to the appropriate spots on the rope.
n You might want to add index cards for other ocean 
animals so that students may make further comparisons.
n As an extension, invite groups to do further research 
on various species, finding more about each species’ diet, 
habitat and body structure. Ask groups to present this 
additional information on a poster. 

  Go online
1.  www.ifaw.org 

click on “united States,” then “Save the Animals.”
2.  www.ifaw.org/sounds 

listen to whales, dolphins and other sounds of the sea.
3.  www.ifaw.org/whalegame 

play the fun and educational Whale Game.
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2. How Whales  
Find Food
Whales use a system of sounds called echolocation to locate 
and hunt their prey. This activity teaches students about 
echolocation and the relationship whales have with their 
underwater environment.
What students will learn
This activity meets the following science standards:
n Knows the organization of simple food chains and  
food webs
n Knows that living organisms have distinct structures 
and body systems that serve specific functions in growth, 
survival and reproduction
n Knows that the behavior of individual organisms is 
influenced by internal cues (e.g., hunger) and external cues 
(e.g., changes in the environment) and that organisms have 
senses that help them to detect these cues

What you need
n Four blindfolds
n Small ball of yarn or string

What to do
n Begin by talking about the ways whales find food. Whales 
continually emit a sequence of tones and sounds. They 
listen for the tones to echo off the ocean floor, surface, 
rocks, and other sea life. The echoes tell whales about their 
environment and what’s nearby. 
n Next, demonstrate echolocation by inviting students 
to gather in a circle, representing the ocean. Have two 
volunteers stand in the middle and blindfold them. They are 
the whale and the shrimp. Ask four others also to join the 
middle; they will play the ocean floor, a rock, some seaweed 
and a boat.
n Ask the whale to call out “whale,” using his or her deepest 
voice possible. The shrimp must respond by calling out 
“shrimp” in his or her quietest voice. The others in the 
middle  should also respond to the whale, using medium 
tones. The challenge is for the whale to find and tag the 
shrimp. Have students take turns playing the different roles.
n As a class, discuss the activity. What was it like for the 
students who played whales to find the shrimp? How is it 
similar to the process whales use to find their prey? How is 
it different?

fun facts about whales 
1.  bIG sPlash: Blue whales can grow to the size 

of a jumbo jet and weigh some 200 tons.

2.  tInY flIPPeR: the vaquita, a relative of the 
harbor porpoise found in mexico’s Sea of 
cortez, is the smallest cetacean in the world—
only 4 feet long.

3.  heaR what: a whale’s heart can be the size of 
a small car but its ear is smaller than a pea. 

4.  bIG mouth: the tongue of a 
humpback whale is longer than a 
mini van.

5.  unIcoRn cousIn: the narwhal, 
an unusual whale with a long 
spear-like tooth, is believed to 
be the source of the legendary 
unicorn.

6.  tunnel VIsIon: a person 
could crawl through a 
whale’s arteries 

7.  DeeP DIVeR: a sperm 
whale can dive as deep 
as two miles in search 
of food.

8.  sPeeD RaceR: fin 
whales are among 
the fastest 
cetaceans, 
reaching 
speeds of 
over 35 
miles per 
hour. 
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Compare Whales & Fish
Did you know?  Whales and fish have many similarities but lots of big differences, too. Cut out the 
attributes below, then paste them onto the appropriate place on the Venn diagram.

Both WhaleS & fiShWhaleS

Cut out these attributes and paste them onto the Venn diagram.

Some hair on skin have a brain most lay eggs

Swim Scaly skin have a heart

Breathe air with lungs move tail left & right have a backbone

Breathe with gills move tail up & down are mammals

live in water  Warm blooded Nurse babies

have fins mostly cold blooded do not care for young

                                         Student Reproducible

fiSh



Supported by:  AnimAl reScue  •  AnimAl welfAre truSt  •  gerAldine r. dodge foundAtion  •  eArthwAtch inStitute •  foundAtion m  •  tropicAl SeAS  •  wAllAce genetic foundAtion, inc.

look whAT’s insiDe!
  30 action sheets to send home to families
  Background information on “Human impact”
  drama in Turtletown: a language arts and science activity
  An easy-to-use student reproducible
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in taking 
action for 
animals.”
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Take home   
     Activities
 grADes 3-4

Turtletown News
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Dear Teachers,
We’re pleased to offer you these bonus 
materials, which include information 
on human impact on the ocean, a 
lesson plan and worksheet (on the  
back cover) and 30 sheets inside to  
tear out and send home to families. 

Did You know?
Litter is a serious problem along 
shorelines, coastal waters, estuaries 
and beaches throughout the world. 
Known as marine debris, it is defined 
as any man-made, solid material 
that enters our waterways directly or 
indirectly. Ranging from plastic bags 
and bottles to discarded fishing line, 
marine debris can threaten marine 
organisms and humans alike. As much 

as 80 per cent of marine debris is trash 
discarded by people on land, then 
blown seaward by the wind or washed 
off in the rain, carried in rivers, drains 
and sewers to the ocean.    

Plastic accounts for nearly 90% of 
all marine debris. UN experts estimate 
that in one square mile of ocean there 
are 46,000 pieces of plastic. One big 
cause of this waste is plastic bags. Each 
year the world uses about 1.2 trillion 
plastic bags on average—300 for every 
person in the world.

oil Dumps and spills
Many hundreds of thousands of 
seabirds die each year due to oil 
being illegally dumped in the oceans. 
Although it is often the oil spills 
from tanker wrecks that make the 
headlines, one of the worst problems is 
ships deliberately dumping their bilge 
oil. IFAW’s Emergency Relief Team 
responds to oil spills around the world, 
establishing rescue operations for 
wildlife caught in these disasters.

global warming
Scientists warn there are serious risks 
to the oceans posed by global warming. 
Rising air and water temperatures will 
alter ecosystems and destroy habitat, 
with dire consequences for both 
animals and people.

The melting ice has disastrous 
effects on polar bears, the largest 
land predator in the world. Although 
related to grizzly bears, polar bears are 
considered marine mammals because 
of their dependence on the ocean. They 
obtain almost all of their food from the 
ocean and even have tiny webs between 
their toes to help them swim.   
   Sadly, a recent study concluded that 
the loss of Arctic ice could drive polar 
bears to extinction within 100 years.

Human Impact
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Human Impact
3. Drama in 
Turtletown
Turtles are just one undersea animal facing human and 
environmental threats. This activity asks students to think 
about the issues and perspectives that go into ocean life crises.

what students will learn
This activity meets the following science and language arts 
standards.
n Knows that all organisms (including humans) cause 
changes in their environments, and these changes can be 
beneficial or detrimental.
n Uses reading skills and strategies to understand a variety 
of informational texts
n Knows the defining characteristics of a variety of 
informational texts
n Uses text organizers to determine the main ideas and to 
locate information in a text
n Writes personal letters (e.g., includes the date, address, 
greeting, body and closing; includes signature)

what you need
n Student Reproducible: Turtletown News
n Two colors of highlighters, such as pink and yellow

what to do
n Distribute the Turtletown News Student Reproducible. 
Begin by talking about some of the features of a newspaper 
article. Can students predict what this fictional article will 
be about? What clues give readers information about the 
content of the article (e.g., photos, headlines, deck)
n Read the article aloud, asking students to follow along. 
Were their predictions correct? If so, did students still find 
surprising information? If not, what was the main idea of 
the article? Would there be a better way to make the main 
idea more obvious at a glance?
n Discuss who is quoted in the article and why. Do the 
individuals quoted have the same opinions about turtles or 
different ones? If students were writing the article, are there 
other people they would interview? Who?
n Challenge students to go through the article once 
more, using one color of highlighter to mark facts and the 
other color to mark opinions. Then discuss what students 
marked as fact and what they marked as opinion. Are there 
differences? 
n As an extension, encourage students to research an 
environmental issue in your community, form opinions 
about that issue and then write the editor of your local 
newspaper to share their opinions.
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Beneath theWaves
Beneath theWavesTurtletown News

area,” says Dr. Powell.
Turtletown Mayor, Robyn Clark, 

disagrees with Dr. Powell’s claims. 
“The turtles are the reason tourists 
come here and we need more hotels 
to accommodate these visitors. 
It’s not in our interest to hurt 
the turtles. The hotels also mean 
more jobs for our local people. 
Environmentalists and animal 
welfarists should not forget this,” 
she said.

Plastic waste also kills
But, Dr. Powell also says that 
turtles are not just threatened 
by the development of the area 
alone. Around 30 dead turtles have 
washed ashore in the last three 
months. Autopsies on the animals 
conducted at Turtletown University 
have identified the plastic bags 
from the local supermarket found 
in their stomachs as the cause  
of death. 

“Jellyfish is a main source of 
turtle food; they mistake the plastic 
bags for jellyfish when they see 
them floating in the water and eat 
them,” explains Dr. Powell. “It is 
important that local people take 
responsibility for protecting these 
wonderful creatures and take care 
when disposing of their trash.”

The number of turtle nests 
in our area has dropped 
from 1,000 to just 200 in 
just two years, says Dr. 

Mark Powell, a marine biologist 
at Turtletown University. “This is 
caused by the bright lights from the 
new buildings along the coast. The 
lights make the turtles confused 
when they come ashore to try to lay 
their eggs, so they go back to sea 

An endangered turtle 
swimming off the 
Turtletown coast

again or don’t build good enough 
nests to protect the eggs.” 

He says that there have also been 
cases of workers and machinery 
from the new development 
straying into the nesting areas and 
accidentally destroying nests. 

“Although the turtles are on the 
endangered list and protected by 
international law, very little is being 
done to protect the turtles nesting 

A public meeting will be held 
at Town Hall on October 25th, 
2008, to discuss the turtle and 
Turtletown development issue.

Uncontrolled development along the Turtletown coast 
is killing the region’s nesting population of sea turtles.

DeveloPing Town  
kills TurTles
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